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HEART. OF^HIS
The teachings of Jesus Christ cover a
rule for every detail of living. But they
ave one central theme. That theme is
life. They have #s their object the inculcation of all the ethical good conceivable by the mind of man. But they have
one supreme objective. That objective
is the preservation of life. They contain
instructions *for spiritual, social, political
deportment. But they have one all-inusive instruction.; That instruction is
how to attain^ eternal life.
Jesus Christ's purpose in taking on incarnation was that he might bring to our
understanding life as he lived it for us
and as God conceives it for us. "I came
that they may ;have life, and may have it
abundantly."
f Life is God unmanifest and God manifest. Expressions of life are merely parts
of life. Vision is one function of life:
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it is the function which reveals other
functions and shows the relations of functions. With his life in the world of men,
Jesus Christ, the highest manifestation o
the Word of God, brought the light
which lights every man's mind. "In him
was life; and the life was the light of
men/'
Sight, hearing, taste, are modes by
which life connects itself to surface things.
Love, peace, wisdom, while often synonymously employed to designate God, are
not wholly synonymous. Thqy are functionings of that inner nature of God
which is distinctly synonymous with life.
We can* say that j they^ are God, inasmuch
as God includes all; they are essential
to that spiritual reality which! we call
God, even as oxygen is essential to the
material body which we call water. All
these, even love, which John used as synonymous with God, taust have an object
to act upon, therefore even love is not
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identical with God, the Self-Contained,
the Self-Expressing, "God so loved the
world." Love must have stimuli to which
it can react. "Love one another, even
as I- have loved you."
The difference between "life" and
"eternal life," is the difference between
man's consciousness of life and Jesus
Christ's consciousness of life. Man jcalls
seventy, eighty, or ninety years, "life."
Jesus Christ; knows life to be coexistent
with God. "Before Abraham was born,
J am.
He defined, life eternal: "That they
shoqld know thee the only true God, and
him whom thou didst send, even Jesus
Christ." To know God is to know the
principle of life. To know Jesus Christ
is to put the principle into operation.
When used, [the method of; Jesus Christ
will .give^ the result which he accomplished. "The words that I have spoken
unto you are spirit, and are life." There-
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fore, jhat we may practically |as well as
theoretically have life abundantly, that
we may have the life which is the light
of men, that we may have eternal life,
we^ study his words, which are Spirit and
are life.
With the deepest reverence of which
my soul is capable; praying ceaselessly
for the expansion of my powers to receive; dedicating myself to the Work of
knowing thee as the supreme attainment
of existence, Father of Life, I present myself to thee, that thy Life eternal may
take hold of me, submerge me and absorb me. In the name of Him who has
revealed thv life in me. Amen.

*

THE IMMUTABILITY OF THE LAW
Till heaven and earth pass away, one jot
or one tittle shall in no wise pass away from
the law, till all things be accomplished.
Heaven? has two aspects. The first aspect is a mental concordance between
our minds and the mind of God.
The second aspect of heaven includes
the interstellar leagues and the star
groups.
*
No more significant twofold use of
words can be found than jthat by which
heaven is made to mean our concordance
with God, and the above and the below
of space. For the unfathomable nature
of God is pointedly suggested by the
serene depths and sublime heights of
space, by the etheric abyss filled with
everlasting peace and made luminous by
blazing companies of suns that pursue
their far-sweeping courses through die infinite fields of the material heavens. And
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as the material heavens still our senses
with the awful dimensions and infinitudes
of the sky, so do the heavens? of consciousness challenge the soul ?to voiceless a
miration. A contemplation of the material heavens hushes the whimperings of
the puny self sand lifts sus to a hope and
a reverence that expand our senses. A
contemplation of the spiritual heavens enlarges and beautifies our scope of life,
our comprehension of being.
I
Wise is that man who, jwearied* of
stock quotations, whir of factory and
rumble of vehicles, goes out into the still
night, and, under benign stars looks upon
e sky and converses with it. He sha
find peace. Wise is that man who,
despairing of the intelligence off the gen
eral scheme, goes out of sense demands,
stands within the heavens of the Spirit,
and there invites its peace and wisdom.
His soul shall be freed of its unrest
As there are two aspects of heaven so
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also are there'two aspects of earth. The
first of these is abstract substance, which
gives body to creation. The second of
these is a development of \ substance. The
firstis substance unconfined. The isecond
is substance trapped <in the devices of
sense—the rock and soil sphere, the flesh
and blood man. !
The physical heavens and the physical
earth have been developed through the
action by which mind expresses in form.
They will continue so long as mind sleeks
to express in form. When mind sha
again be satisfied to be; when it sha
cease to seek satisfaction in doing, the
physical heavens) and earth will be resolved back into the Mother Soul from
which they grew.
[ The dematerialization of creation will
not | take place instantaneously.
All
things must be brought' to an orderly conclusion. There never will be a cataclysmic crash throughout the illimitable {do-
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mams of space, star swallowing star,
planet wrecking itself against planet, a
universe wildly staggering into chaos.
God wrought in patience through us ft>
bring creation to its climax: with like
patience he will call his works back to
e supreme state of, being. The transforming Spirit, functioning through us,
will cause all things to resume their original relationships and purity. Then a
things required jby the law will have been
accomplished.
W e desire that earth be filled with the
righteousness of heaven. The law whic
Jesus Christ came to fulfill is the laWiO
God moving in the midst, of creation, to
redeem mind in all its diversities an
substance in all its forms.. Working
through Jesus Christ, we become agents
by! which earth may be transformed.
o part of the law can pass away
until all parts are perfectly fulfilled.
When all* parts of the law are wholly
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kept, there will no more be a material
heaven and a material earth, for creation
wilP accurately transmit God's idea J and
every corner of it will be a suitable abode
for God's man.
The law is not vengeful, remorseless*
It is as the current of a swift river against
which we may drive our tiny boat for a
season, if we will to do so. Our tugging
at the* oars and the straining of the small
craft make ripples on the surface of the
water, but the steady onflowing current
is not disturbed. Only our foolish labor
1
is lost. When we let the blessed stream
bear us on, it will carry our boat by verdant, smiling banks to the shoreless ocean
of Infinite* Righteousness, the harbor of
God's completeness.
]
I Thy law of righteousness, morning in
me, makes me righteous tvith Thy right'
eousness, 11 1 I I I

THE EXALTED, POTENTIAL I
Have I been so long time with you, and
dost thou not know me . « . >
Esoterically, Jesus Christ is the Father
1
Principle acting in! the mental and the*
physical zones* It is the confluence of
the mind of God and the mind of mam.
In you and in me it is a consciousness
that the intelligence, the omnipotence,
and the love of God are at our disposal.
It is our direct yielding fto all the potentialities of God as they knock at the gates
of the soul, asking to be given free passage into the* manifest realms, there to
institute and maintain their all-glorious
dominion.
Men are Gods and sons of the Most
High, as Jesus quoted. The exalted, potential /, with which Jesus identified himself, is the princely nature of you; and of
me. In a hazy way we 'have believed fin!
our divinity; we have asserted it spasmod-
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ically and we have acted upon it occasionally. But lazy daydreaming must
cease so that positive actions may begin;
the nebulous hope that God will somehow,
somewhere, without effort on our part, miraculously invest us with the exercise and
the insignia of mastership, must be consumed in the steady determination! to
make ourselves capable oft receiving the
honors of his cooperation. To God who
occupies every inch of the universe, whose
every word sets creation athrill* it is really
naught that you and I draw over him
in our souls the drowsy blanket of procrastination. But it is much to us.
Withinf every one who makes a high
prayer, who launches ia mighty affirmation, the slumbering Omnipotence arouses
from quiescence and demands to be
given scope for its activities. When this
awakening comes, we are to set no i/,
no perhaps, in*the way. To do so lis to
oppose Omnipotence with impotence,

»
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and with the latter we shall suffer crucifixion. W e must pray as we have never
before prayed, we must consecrate ourselves more resolutely than heretofore,
that f the exalted, potential / be never
smirched by any of the adroit appeals
which selfishness is capable of conjuring.
When! we feel Omnipotence placing
itself under our hands, it takes a mind
wholy great, a soul wholly honest to turn
both the power and the object of its
activity over to the supervision of thejselfless, exalted, potential /.
"Have I been so long time with you,
and dost thou not know me . . . ?"
If we could compute the eternity of the
past we could have some comprehension
of how Jong the exalted, potential / has
been with? us, submitting to our caprice of
ignorance, our design of selfishness. If
we could approximate the nature of the
exalted, potential /, we could know in
part how great has been our ignorance

T H E EXALTED, POTENTIAL I
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of the power that fabides within, accepting thelshackles—/, the ^designer of ideas
and the constructor of shapes. If we
could know, in faintest shadowing, what
the exalted, potential / would do for us
if wholly manumitted from selfishness, we
should spend our days and our nights in
unbroken, intense surrender to God, who
is the completeness of the exalted, potential /.
i| |
The exalted, potential / transmits the
mind of God to your mind and to my
mind. It is the portal through which
Infinity enters, to supersede finity. W e
can live in consecrated worship there,
and be exalted- into it W e can give
ourselves to it and be expanded by it,
as a rose lends itself to the expression
of the excellency of the tree which bears
the bloom. W e can submit i ourselves
to it and be tuned to ks harmonies, as
the lark catches the spirit of song and
translates it into the delights of sound
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that bring jtears of ecstasy to our eyes.
Thank God, we can, to each necessary degree, know the exalted, potential
/. W e can have companionship with it
as the corrector of every ill; ^as the giver
of whatever intelligence we need; as our
intimate in every 'moment of consciousness. W e can know it as the ready
receiver from God and the ready transmitter of such blessings as the situation
demands. W e can sknow it as the gateway to the? fields eternal, in which await
our call the gifts that attend the growth
eternal. W e can know it as a complete
absorption into that measureless Good
which we denominate God.
Through the timeless consciousness
which we call eternity, we may win
closer and closer to the point? where the
exalted, potential / shall commend us in
the words:
"Having been with thee always, thou
shalt know me perfectly/*

WHERE

AM YE MAY BE

Injury Father's house are'many mansions;
go j to prepare a place for you.
come again and wi receive you
unto myself; that where I am, there ye may
be also.
I
I Life goes through degrees of development that are infinite in number. Each
degree is a mansion in the Father's house.
Could we know the details of that
e
involution by whi1C we rea ched
depths o alienation from God, the
knowledge would not in the least help us
on to the next mansion. Could we know
e number of mansions which we have
pied since we beg
our return jour
:
ney to God, that knowledge would be4b|
no benefit to us as a means of helping us
forwa rd Wisdom
ges us to g on,
wasting rione of our forces through conjecture of that which would b
hould ki come into our lives Knowing
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that the present only is of use, we let
the dead past bury its dead. The dogmatist and the creed builder are welcome
to the speculations that carry the mind
into a maze of indefiniteness. Ours is the
joy of beginning now, momentarily renewing our consecration and our resolution to pass courageously from state to
state of the evolving spiritual consciousness, ever approaching nearer to God's
eternal house, the mansion within the
mansions of mind.
The* text makes intense appeal to the
human heart. The house of our abode
is home; and home is the most esoteric
as« well as the most ^exoteric of human
needs.
The house is the symbol of the inner
state; it is that deep place within consciousness where God abides, unobscured
by the walls of the many mansions
through which we must pass to reach him
in the absolute. Jesus Christ goes before
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us, preparing the mansion which we shall
next need in our stages of the home-coming journey.
I
"Many! mansions.'* Dark \ recesses, occupied by =half-human bushmen; caves
set high in the face of inaccessible cliffs—
fit habitation of the prehistoric «man
whose life was devoted to the plain business of survival; modest cottage, neatly
kept, with small windowpanes polished
ever so bright, that the cheer of sunlight
may enter; Ihigh, wide edifices where
beauty distinguishes the appointments,
where harmony marks administration—
all these, all gradations between Shese,
are symbols off the mansions which the
Father's house incorporates. All these
are symbols of the menial states which
evolving man occupies for longer or
shorter periods.
I "I go to prepare a place for you."
Jesus Christ goes ahead, to prepare for
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us the mansion which we shall need at
e next stage of the journey home.
I
come again, and will receive you
unto myself; that where am there ye
may e also
Having prepared the mansion, Jesus
Christ returns to us, to conduct us into the
larger abode.
The text is a graphic picture of ithe
conscious and the subconscious working
of the Christ within the soul. Whe n we
do not feel is presence, we should rejoice, knowing he has gone on before to
make ready for us* another mansion, a
more spacious? mansion, a more beautiful
mansion. When* we are radiantly happy
in the consciousness o
is presence
approval, his cooperation, weiare holding
festiIV because! of his return* And as
surely as e returns to us, Jie takes us on
to the next mansion; and after that, to the
next.
0 matter what the experience may
>

>
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be, it takes place in the Father's house,
the house of his sheltering love. There is
no occasion for a question or for misgiving. "Occupy till I come." W e are
to abide at the present stage of evolution
until we have mastered all that we there
meet. W e are to reorganizes our forces
for the next march. W e are to pray
steadfastly. W e are to live in the faith
that greater things are at han|
And he will return to us. The Christ
consciousness will spring forth as a flood
of glory, revealing to us the meaning of
"Lo, I am with you* always." W e shall
now that he has never departed; that
is disappearance is our transition from
one state of consciousness to another; that
is return is inevitable, and that through
is loving guidance, we shall, in due sea*son, reach the eternal house of the
Father's heart.
I Father, I come to thee.
I

*

DIRECT SPEECH^
I
I Let your speech *be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay:
and whatsoever is more than these is of the
evil one,
1
Nearly every one talks too much. UsuallyJtoo much talking is the result of too
little thinking. The frivolous comment,
the borrowed opinion, the second-hand
thought, the thousand-hand thought, are
takenf up and passed on, without any
real| thinking* on the part tof those who
have not learned to put their mental callers to the test of the Christ consciousness.
Thought forms that float randomly
through the mental universe are received;
to listeners they are delineated in negative
statements* fantastic declarations, idle expressions, and mischievous words. Not
one of these receives credence or is
granted acknowledgment by him who
knows that thoughts are the foundation
of everything which we contact—of every
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experience, of everyi circumstance Sn life
even down to the minutest detail.
I Paul calls the tongue fthe funnily mem
ber. But it is more to the point to re
member that the* unruled^ mind sets the
tongue loose, and it hat a loose tongue is
a symptom of mental carelessness. Therefore if we would have ithe support of a
wise tongue, we must make our thoughts
wise. The words which we use inform
the world of Jour mental associates, an
the tongue often turns state's evidenceSpeech proceeds from thought, an
thought is the child of desirej
The most effective speech is that which
conveys to listeners the thought! that
we wishs them rto ^receive.
Direct speech is effective. A thought
swathed in adjectives and festooned with
exclamations is hardly worth the' effort
necessary for its discovery. W e miay
be sure that some one else has said the
same thing in a direct way; so we do
f

I
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not feel like tearing off the verbal wrappages which obscure the soul of the idea.
To bring out this point clearly, think of
the word, iGod. Canr any juggler of
words add to its value by hitching on adjectives or by attending it with exclamations. No. Every word meant forisuch
a purpose weakens speech and diverts it
from* its true purpose.
j
©irect speech is dignified. Antony
said of Brutus: "This was a man!"
Fancy Shakespeare making even the
adroit politician to declaim: "This was
an individual of the genus iHomo, a
speciesj differentiated from the Primates
by certain unequivocal characteristics,
among which may be cited . . . !" The
master of language delivers his message
in a way that all understand. The common people heard Jesus, gladly. They
could understand not only the spirit of his
evangel but also the words in which he
gave* it to them. The charm of the Gos-
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pels is, in part, the directness of the language in which they are expressed/
Direct speech is honest. "The plain
narrative, the simple declaration, aare^ convincing. Integrity needs noj verbal gewgaws. Scarcity of ideas cannot be successfully disguised by the use of many
words; but an idea may be* hidden by
them. The pettifogger and the filibusterer obscure the issue by throwing around
it a cloud^of irrelevant sentences and farfetched arguments.? An honest man with
an honest cause talks to the point. When
he speaks, yea means yea, nay means
nay.
'
Direct speech* does not mean blunt
speech, sharp speech, or ungracious
speech. It means speech free from exaggeration, superfluities, equivocations.
A man who must swear by the sun, moon
and stars, by the Book, the sacred relic,
the beard of the prophet, or by other
canonical objects, to give his statement
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weight, is one who believes he shall be
heard for his much speaking. But he
shall be believed as his record- jsquares
with his words.
Whatever is more than the necessary
word, obscures understanding; Whatever of speech is direct, clarifies understanding. Speech is for the expression of
thought. The value of speech is in the
message it (contains. Those who would
be one with Jesus^ Christ will be received
into his consciousness by observing his
simplicity, honesty, and effectiveness of
speech.
"Le* the Words of my mouth and the
meditation of my heart be acceptable in
\thy sight, O Jehovah* my rock9 and ^my
redeemer."

I

iWORK
M| My Father worketh even until now, and
I work.
No one should think that he can live
fwithout Iworking. The parasite does not
work, in a proper use of the * word ;* it
sucks nourishment from higher forms. It
has no direct connection with the fountains of life which energize those independent forms that have a part in the
real world. The parasite cannot rightly
5
be called a living thing. It is an unquickened muddle of pulseless desire and
self-respectless indolence.
There are parasitical types of humanity. One is the unfortunate, who, through
inheritance of wealth, thinks himself absolved from the necessity of creative effort.
Another is the adventurer who believes
that the world owes him a living, and
proceeds to collect, although the ledger
of life shows !no jbalance in Jiis favor.
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Another is that man, who, having sensed
the all-supply of Omnipresence, concludes
that he has passed beyond the demand
for real work. He believes that henceforth jhis supply will take form through a
mental juggling* by which food, house,
clothes, money in hand, are to become
his without any contribution on his part
to the increase of these supplies.
Metaphysics does not excuse a man
from work. The pseudometaphysician
thinks that he has discovered an alchemy
whereby he may extract gold? from ajr,
water, and passerby. He is making the
greatest possible mistake. If he could
do this thing, the high virtue of work
would have no point of contact with
him.
*-" This world is founded on work. The
man who does not work has no rightful
place in this world, or in any other of
which we know.
• Work is a soul saver. It preserves the

•
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mind from the rust of inaction. It keeps S
open the channels^ of -being, and so pre- J
vents stagnation of the waters of life.
When a man becomes a metaphysician,
he works more than he ever did before.
He understands the character of work.
It ceases to be a burden; he makes it a
benediction.^ He pursues it as the road
of return to the Father's house.
When a man becomes a metaphysician,
he works with greater ease, for he is intelligently connected with the; unwearying
Infinite Energy. His work is a greater
success because he is purposefully allied
with the force which cannot fail. Heworks with songs on his lips and glad-|
ness in his heart. By so working, he becomes one with the host who were present
at the laying of^ earth's cornerstone,
"When the morning stars sang together,
And all ^the £ons of God shouted for
joy." By his working, he attests his*co- I
operation with God, for "My Father
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worketh even until] now." Jesus Christ
never relegates God to the past. T o
say that the "Father worketh even until
now" is to say that the Father's work
never comes to an end.| For "now" is
without a beginning and without an ending. I t is eternal. The jfather works
even until now; he works from the beginning, which was not, and to the ending, which never shall be. Creating
daily, sustaining always, the Father
works, and as ithe Father does, even so
must we do.
"I work." Christ is the unmanifest
Principle. Jesus is the manifest result of
Principle. In this day we do not see Principle manifest as Jesus of Nazareth. But
when| we yield ourselves to Principle^ as he
yielded himself, Jesus Christ again manifests. He manifests in us. Jesus: He
shall save his people from their sins.
Christ: The Anointed One. Jesus Christ
does his perfect work in us. That work
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is the complete redemption of mind from
s
ignorance of life; it is the washing of the
heart from the sin of selfishness; it is the
transmutation of matter into substance.
"I wor k." I, the one needing salvation,
work bpon myself through the inherent
holiness, and save my impulses, desires,
thoughts, purposes, from error.
1
I work in mind, that Christ may be
glorified. I work in body, that the Savior
may appear, Wherever I am, whatever
may be the need, I work, that my partnership with the^ Father may be secured.
What God has set before us to accomplish let us not call trivial, menial,
unworthy of our best effort. Let us an
him that he has taken us into association?
with im, in the one thing whic he a
ways does. Let us be glad for our work
and jubilant for the ability wherewith
he has endowed us. Working in the
spirit in which Jesus Christ worked, we
t
j
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shall feel the hitherto unknown significance^ of these words:
"My Father worketh even until nou)±
and I Work"

l

GIFTS
I f ye . . . know how to jgive good gi fts
unto your children, how much more shall
your Father who is in !heaven give good gifts
to them that ask him?
Human parents love to give to their
children. They esteem it to be a great
privilege to be able to give. They devise
ways in which they can bestow upon their
sons and daughters the good things which
it is in their power to command. They
send them to the best schools, that mental
ability may be developed. In this way
they give their children prestige m the
social iand political circles to which they
belong. They see to it that special gifts
are cultivated, that the boy and the girl
may contribute to the world's* treasury
of art and of professional skill. They
give; to them of worldly possessions, that
they may have the) means whereby ease

I
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or luxury may be theirs. They instill
the ideals fwhich they themselves consider
most valuable, most calculated to make
good and great the lives which by them
have been called into bodily expression.
They give the best they know, the best
they have, the best they can. Their
giving is not always wise, but they give,
nevertheless, because parent love cannot
refrain, ;from giving.
They give through self-sacrifice;
through self-deprivation; through bitter
self-denial, that their children may possess
what human judgment declares to be
good gifts. Sometimes their giving does
not produce *the results they hope for.
But this? they cannot know. They give
according to their knowing and their ability to give, and usually their good gifts
produce the good results which they expect.
The heavenly Father gives according
to his knowing, his ability. His knowing
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makes no mistakes. His ability is oiever
depleted. He fits the gift to the especial
need of the child; it is given in measure
which can be best used. It does not jstint,
neither does it clog the life of the recipient.
The Father who is in heaven gives
heavenly gifts. His heavenly gifts possess
a quality which enlarges the heavenly
nature of those who receive them. All
gifts* are from God. In their beginning,
the gifts that come through human parents
are heavenly gifts from the heavenly
Father. The children who receive these
gifts as from human parents receive with
the gifts the Restrictions of humanity.
Those who receive them as gifts from ithe
heavenly Father* receive with the gifts the
unrestricted heavenly good.
I "How much more shall your Father
who is in heaven give?"
He^ gives more because there is no end
to his supply. The child who expects a

•
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1

dower from human partnts may be disappointed; human handling of the heavenly* supply may blunder, and the in]
come may be shut off. The heavenly
Father keeps the floodgates of his bounty
open, night and day, ages without end.
He gives more, because he possesses all.
He gives more because his gifts are
sealed with wisdom as well as with love.
He does not smother us with gifts »for
which we have no? appreciation; he requires! that we ask of him, as an evidence
of our good faith. He does not insist that
a good artisan be spoiled* in the making
of a third-rate musician, nor that genius
be choked by a trade occupation.
1
I On the condition that we acknowledge
our needs and that we; ask of him, he
gives more. The conditions make us
self-searching and God-reliant
I
I He gives when asked. Never doubt
that. If we ask ourselves by thinking
that we have to earn 'the gift, we are not
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asking of the Father. Earning comes
from! the human side and it puts human
restrictions upon the gift. To pray, to
give*our thought, our time, and our effort
toward the gift is to ask the^ Father for it.
When we do this, he will give it.
If we ask others, thinking that we
receive by touching the prosperity fount
in them, fwe are not asking of the Father.
Friends, charitable institutions, millionaires, cannot give except with the human
restriction upon the gift. They cannot
bestow the heavenly gift. Only our
Father can give that.
We are to go fdirect to him. He gives
without imposition of conditions as to how
we should use the (gift. He gives whatever we ask, and all that we can use.
In variety his gifts are without number.
In quantity his gifts are beyond limit.
Let us ask of him three things, that in
them we§ may receive all his good.
?
First. Let us ask;
•
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Father, give me wisdom, that I may
know how to psk good gifts of thee
Amen.
Second. Let us ask:
Father, give me love, that I may do
good with all thy gifts to me. Amen.
) Third. Let us ask:
Father, give me thyself, that I may
give as thou givesU Amen.

FREEDOM
| if therefore the Son shall make you free,
ye shall be free indeed.
I This is the era of ^freedom. Government by the people and the largest degree
of individual freedom compatible with
safe standards are twin ideals of progressive nationsJ "Democracy" has become the shibboleth where candidates for
world fellowship would enter into the
work of human liberation.
I These ideals and efforts on the part of
nations and of individuals, spring from
the freedom which Jesus Christ meant
when he spoke of the liberating work of
the Son. His message to the world was
a message of freedom. Every shackle on
the soul of man shall finally be stricken
off by the power of the ^liberating ideal
which Jesus Christ* has presented to [humanity.
]
Progressive governments insure the
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freedom of their citizens within prescribed
boundaries of action. They defend their
nations and their individuals against oppression and injustice by other nations,
and by the citizens of other nations.
They guarantee just trial, when a citizen
is accused of lawlessness. They set free,
in case of false imprisonment. They pardon offenders when there is proof that the
ends' of justice have been met. They
make restitution when grave blunders
have been committed against the citizen's
right to life, liberty, and the ^pursuit of
happiness.
So fully as their power and wisdom
make possible, human governments deal
with the individual after the manner of
the heavenly government. But the freedom which the Son* bestows upon us has
no earthly parallel.
The freedom k>f the Son is the freedom
within such freedom as a government can
grant to its citizens. Though a man be
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locked behind a triple-barredL door and
hedged about by guards and walls, the
freedom which the Son bestows may be
his. The Son sets free the Man within
the man, and lets the heavenly step from
the dark cell of the earthly. The Son
strips the fetters from the soul, and the
man is again Godlike.
If a man's soul be made* free, not long
will his body remain in prison. If a
man be jset into the liberty of his Godlikeness, not again* will he trespass against
any law. Henceforth he shall not be
imprisoned.
\
\
The Son makes the mind free. When
the mind is made free, there can- be noj
bondage to the ignorance which causes
sin.
The freedom bestowed by thef Son
gives power over the body; henceforth
there shall be no sickness. The freedom
bestowed" by the Som gives power! over
substance; henceforth there shall be no
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poverty. The freedom bestowed by |the
Son gives power over the mind of God;
henceforth there shall be no bondage to
human opinions. In the freedom of the
Son, the mind of man is thrown open to
the mind of God and divine inspiration
groups its infinite perspectives before .the
consciousness.
Mental poise is evident in the life of
one who has been* made free )yy the Son.
Moderation characterizes him. There is
sanity in his enthusiasms and fire in his
deliberations. His freedom is coextensive
with the universe. Being of God, it
makes man so gentle that he is considerate of every man's and every creature's
rights.
The freedom of the Son leads man a
close associate of the Supreme. It makes
him so great that he is humble. It makes
him so mighty that he is tender. It makes
him so free that he cannot trespass against
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the freedom, the faith, the hope, Mie love
of another.
It opens!vistas of life, which, before the
Son has made us free indeed, we cannot
even suspect. Outward and ever outward, expansion after expansion, the view
unfolds. Nonattachment to things is an
early revelation. Later, we have nonattachment to 'persons. Finally, nonattachment even to God shall appear. For
we shall be one with God,- merged with
him, therefore, free of him, as he is free
of himself.
Thy liberating Spirit in me, O God%
has made me free to live alwaus in thee.

1

ASKING
Whatever ye shall ask in myf name, that
will? I do.

Jesus Christ expresses God; he expresses only God. The name of Jesus
Christ contains the nature of Jesus Christ.
When we ask in his name, Jesus Christ
does for us that which is in his nature.
But if we ask in his name that which
his name does not contain, we shall not
lieceive of him..
>
If we reach down into a box of scrap
iron, expecting to find diamonds, we (shall
be disappointed. If we go into! a jeweler's
and ask him to let us select from his
diamond tray, we shall have diamonds
offered to us.
If we seek scrap firon in the glittering
trays of the jeweler, we are sure to be
disappointed. A diamond may be accidentally dropped among the iron shards,
but no iron shard will find its way into
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e receptacle of those bright gems
which the jeweler so closely guards.
"In my name." A man cannot, in the
namelof {Jesus Christ; call evil[upon anotherlman.MlTherelisIno I evil§in
Christ 1 If l a {manla$klevil, Jfor J any Jrea
son, he must ask it in the namekff his
own ignorance. He must search for it
among the phantoms of the human mind.
And {thought he{ find|it, {andlfellowship
with it for a season, it will finally (depart
from] him. For millions are asking j in the
namejj of Jthe all-powerful j Jesus | Christ;
they (ask| f or} good, {and; because |good is
in j Jesus j Christ^he {gives {itfto \ those | who
ask. Good is real; evil is a phantom.
The {real will dissolve^ the [ phantom an
the prayer for good in the namelof Jesus
Christ will save all men from evil.
\
A man cannot, in the name) of
Christ, receive fame. Human ignorance
accords fame, calling one man greater
and} more worthy than| other men.
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cause fame is the creature! of ignorance,,
it is a phantom. In Jesus Christ are no
degrees of honor. All men are sons of
God; no man can be more than this; no
man can be less. But if a man ask in the
name of Jesus Christ fdr a great realization of his own sonship, Jesus Christ will
give him that realization. For perfect
realization of the Sonship is in Jesus

Christ.
A man cannot, in the name of Jesus
Christ, receive adversity, because adversity is not in Jesus Christ. It is a phantom of the human mind and it can be
dissolved by the good that inhabits the
name of Jesus Christ. If any man ask
of Jesus Christ the good which dissolves
adversity,? that good will be given to him.
If we ask in the nameiof Jesus Christ,
he will give us anything that is in himself.
Life is in Jesus Christ. The life in
him is God's life. If we ask life of Jesus
Christ, he will give it to us, even the
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more abundant life which he expressed in
Galilee and which lhe| now expresses in
those who ask life through him—his
name.
The peace which passes understanding is in Jesus Christ. If we ask him to
give us peace as it is contained in his
name, he will give it to us.
Joy is in Jesus Christ. If in his name
we ask for joy, he will give us the joy
which no man can take from us.
In Jesus Christ are health, understanding, supply, love. If^welask in his name,
for any or for all of these, he will give
us
them| to *
If we ask him fori a revelation of the
treasures hidden in his name, he will give
us the revelation.
If we ask in his name to be taught
how to ask, he will give us the ^knowledge
which we seek.
Lord Jesus Christ, represser of my
Father's goodness, in thy name \I ask thee
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to make known to me the nature of thy
name, that through it I may become like
thee. Amen.

f

FRIENDSHIP
Ye are my friends, if ye do the things
which I command you. No longer do I call
you servants; 'for the servant knoweth not
what his Lord doeth: but I have called you
friends; for all things that I heard from my
Father I have made known unto you.
* Friendship is a rarer; thing in life than
love. Any one may be a lover, but it
htakes peculiar genius to be a friend*
Friendship is an equality of interest,
respect, and unselfishness. It is love without covetousness; it is a partnerships that
does not harbor rivalry. It is a purfe
union between two souls that ;have equal
[development, but the development may
not be along the same lines*
Friendship is a component of the successful life. We do not need many
rfriends. But may God give to eveiy one
at least one; friend; that loyal one *who
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never requires? an explanation of act* or of
word; whose? faith is steady! through good
report and ills to whom our secret heart
is as his own secret heart; against whom
we need never be on guard to prevent
misunderstanding; from whom neither
silence nor space, neither cloud nor stress
can dissever us; one whose capabilities
for friendship match our capabilities^ for
friendshipf
{
*By all these tokens of friendship, Jesus
Christ is the friend of friends, the friend
supereminent.
i
I The particular jewel of friendship is
confidence. If w e have two friends, we
do not tell to one the secrets which the
other has confided to us. The friend's
f secret is our secret.
As in the case with human friendship,
what Jesus Christ tells to us we do not
make known. We do not tell St to our
dearestj human friend. But in the two
cases there is this difference: In human
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friendship, oneness of heart forbids a
repetition of the secret. In friendship with
Jesus Christ, oneness of heart imposes
silence, also. The difference is in the
restraining influence, such as was laid on
the one who was caught up into heaven
and saw sights not lawful to be uttered.
Friendship is reciprocal service. What
we can do for our friends we will
what our friend can do for us, he will
do. In friendship with Jesus Christ, he
does for us according to his ability; we
do for him according to our ability. "Ye
are my friends, if ye do the things which
I command you." This is not to show
e reciprocity between master and servant, the union between paymaster and
hireling. The friend is saying *to his
friend: "Do this for me, to enable me to
reciprocate."
The need is plainly
spoken, and the! response is performed
in an upstanding self-respect of lavish
self-giving.
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Jesus Christ has faith in us, for hejsays:
"I piave called you friends." His intimacy with the Father, transmitted to us
through jhis friendship, is the golden chain
that binds human friends in a union
which is indissoluble. Associations not
joined by this chain are impermanent.
"AH things that I heard from my
Father, I have made known unto you."
He takes us into his confidence. -The
inspiration! which he has from the Father
he gives to us; we reciprocate in gratitude to him. The life which he receives
from the Father he gives to us; we reciprocate in greater service to the world.
The spirituals treasures which he has from
the Father he gives to usg we reciprocate in ascribing to him jthe glory and
praise for all perfect works.
By. all his spoken! words he uncovers
his heart to us. By all his acts of loving
service! he makes known his most sacred
intents. By all that his mnind can (impart
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to our minds he admits us with himself into
audience with the Father, that the mysteries of the ages finally may be ours.
He :is the Friend always powerful, alwavs true. He is the Friend mystically
within the friend, making human friendship wonderful and divine. In the reciprocal relations of friendship, he will do
for us whatever we say,,even as we do
for him whatever he says.
O Friend supreme, impart to me the
iaitH and the steadfastness which admit
me, with thee, into the heart of our Father
—God.

I
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